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What is a Component 
anyways?

Interface + Template + Logic = Component 

The Interface includes inputs and outputs to allow it to be reused and 
be self-documenting. 

The template is a partial piece of HTML/CSS with some templating 
language.  Allows the component to render itself. 

There is some Logic included, in the form of a Javascript object or 
class.  It’s own dependencies are taken care of. 

It’s all bundled together in as simple of a feature to allow an 
application to be composed of lots of these components.



Here is a Component 
in Angular 2

Taken from learnangular2.com

http://learnangular2.com


Here is a Component 
in React

Taken from Facebook React docs

https://facebook.github.io/react/docs/reusable-components.html


Why do I want a Component-based 
architecture in Angular 1.x?

One step closer to an upgrade path to Angular 2 (ngUpgrade) 

We should always strive for designing simple, reusable 
components. 

Design using the smart/dumb component philosophy (container/
presentation-only) 

Encourage using one-way data binding 

We already have directives as our starting place.  It’s all about 
using directives in a better way.



How do we achieve a Component-
based architecture in Angular 1.x?

No standalone controllers or templates, only directives that contain both.  In Angular 
1.4 directives are the closest thing we have to Components.  Angular 1.5 adds a 
component that we can use. 

Use directive bindToController and controllerAs syntax so the directive controller is 
like a class. 

Our directive interface should use a convention to denote inputs and outputs, and not 
modify any of the inputs so we have only one way data binding between components. 

Create dumb components that use inputs, send outputs, and don’t have dependencies 

No $scope inheritance, all isolate scope. 

This post on Teropa is a great read.

http://teropa.info/blog/2015/10/18/refactoring-angular-apps-to-components.html


AngularJS Examples
X-Files Villains app in 4 parts



X-Files Villains App - Demo

X-Files is Baaaaaacck!!!! 

Vote on how creepy each 
of the different X-Files 
villains are.



X-Files Villains App - Part 1

Simple, one controller, one template, no directives 

Template renders and causes modifications to the data 
that is all stored in $scope in the controller. 

Plunker Link

http://plnkr.co/edit/CawfAS?p=preview


X-Files Villains App - Part 2

Refactor to directives 

One controller, three directives, one for each section of the app 

Data is all stored on $scope in controller, and passed via 
directive scope into the directives, where it is modified via 2-
way binding. 

Controller <-> Directive 1 

Plunker Link

http://plnkr.co/edit/mGdb13?p=preview


X-Files Villains App - Part 3

Refactor to component-like directives 

One container directive, three dumb directives called in the 
container directives template 

Any data changes in the dumb directives are done via callback 
functions that modify data in the container directive controller. 

Container Directive -> Dumb Directive 1 -> Container Directive 

Plunker Link

http://plnkr.co/edit/pVzDsh?p=preview


Leaderboard Directive Diff



List Directive Diff



Detail Directive Diff



Enforcing One Way 
Data Binding

We want to ensure one-way 
data flow. 

A convention does not 
guarantee anything.  Must 
create something formal. 

Let’s create a buffer 
between our directive and 
the outside world by 
creating a copy when 
object changes.



Container Directive

Has data concerns.  All data changes, fetching, all 
initiated from the Container Directive controller.



AngularJS 1.5 
Adds Components - Part 4

Compare the syntax changes from 1.4 (left) to 1.5 (right) to 
refactor to a component building on the changes in Part 3

Plunker Link - Part 4

http://plnkr.co/edit/qxGETI?p=preview


AngularJS 1.5 
Adds One Way Databinding

Sadly, it only really 
works for primitives 
(Number, String, 
Boolean, etc) 

Objects set up as one-
way binding still have 
changes affect the 
outside. 

Still need to copy object 
to make one-way data 
binding with an object 
possible



More about Components in 
Angular 1.5

Only use restrict ‘E’ for Element 

Can use controller: ‘myController as $ctrl’ shortcut 
syntax for controller and controllerAs 

Inputs as ‘<‘ or ‘@‘, Outputs as ‘&’. 

No link or compile function possible 

AngularJS Component Doc

https://docs.angularjs.org/guide/component
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